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Abstract
Diet is recognised as one modiﬁable lifestyle factor for ischaemic heart disease (IHD). We aimed at investigating the associations between
adherence to the Danish Food-Based Dietary Guidelines (FBDG) indicated by a Dietary Quality Index (DQI) and selected cardiometabolic risk
factors in a cross-sectional study with 219 Danish adult participants (59 %women; age 31–65years) with a minimum of one self-rated risk
marker of IHD. Information regarding diet was obtained using web-based dietary assessment software and adherence to the Danish FBDG
was expressed by a DQI calculated from 5 food and nutrient indicators (whole grain, ﬁsh, fruit and vegetables, energy from saturated fat and
from added sugar). Background information, blood samples and anthropometrics were collected and blood pressure was measured. Linear
regression analyses were used to evaluate the association between DQI and cardiometabolic risk factors. DQI was inversely associated with
LDL:HDL ratio and TAG (−0·089 per unit; 95 % CI −0·177, −0·002 and −5 % per unit; 95 % CI −9, 0, respectively) and positively associated with
HDL-cholesterol (0·047 mmol/l per unit; 95 % CI 0·007, 0·088). For men, DQI was inversely associated with BMI (−3 %per unit; 95 % CI −5, −1),
trunk fat (−1 % per unit; 95 % CI −2, −1), high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (−30 % per unit; 95 % CI −41, −16 %), HbA1c (−0·09 % per unit;
95 % CI −0·14, −0·04), insulin (−13 % per unit; 95 % CI −19, −7) and homoeostatic model assessment-insulin resistance (−14 % per unit;
95 % CI −21, −7). In women, DQI was positively associated with systolic blood pressure (2·6 mmHg per unit; 95 % CI 0·6, 4·6). In conclusion,
higher adherence to the current Danish FBDG was associated with a more beneﬁcial cardiometabolic risk proﬁle in a Danish adult population
with a minimum of one self-rated risk factor for IHD.
Key words: Dietary patterns: Diet quality: Diet index: Cardiovascular risk factors: Cross-sectional studies

Ischaemic heart disease (IHD) is one of the major causes of
morbidity and mortality worldwide(1,2). Diet is recognised as
one of several modiﬁable lifestyle factors for the prevention
of IHD(1,3,4).
During the past decades, research on diet–disease associations has focused on measurements of overall quality of diets
and dietary patterns as opposed to the traditional approach in
dietary research with focus on single nutrients and foods(5–8).
This change in research focus is justiﬁed by the notion that
people eat composite diets and meals with nutrients and foods
in combination.
Several dietary scores and dietary quality indices have been
developed to assess adherence to different healthy food

patterns and national Food-Based Dietary Guidelines
(FBDG)(6,9,10). Some of the most commonly used are The
Mediterranean diet score indicating compliance with the traditional dietary pattern followed by Mediterranean populations,
and the American Healthy Eating Index (HEI), which assesses
adherence with the Dietary Guidelines for Americans(11). Both
observational and intervention studies have shown a protective
effect on the development and mortality of CVD with a higher
compliance to the Mediterranean diet and the Dietary Guidelines for Americans(12–16).
The Mediterranean diet score and the American HEI are
considered most suitable for the Mediterranean countries and
the Americans and for countries with similar food cultures,

Abbreviations: BP, blood pressure; DQI, Dietary Quality Index; DQS, Dietary Quality Score; E%, energy contribution; FBDG, Food-Based Dietary Guidelines;
HEI, Healthy Eating Index; HOMA-IR, homoeostatic model of insulin resistance; hsCRP, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein; IHD, ischaemic heart disease; OR,
over-reporters; UR, under-reporters; WC, waist circumference.
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respectively. In the Nordic countries, including Denmark, a
different food culture exists with a dietary pattern relatively
abundant in certain fruit and vegetables (especially berries,
cabbages, root vegetables and legumes), potatoes, whole-grain
cereals, dairy and meat products(17). The Danish food culture
and food preferences were included as an integrated part in the
development of the current Danish FBDG when translating the
scientiﬁc evidence regarding the association between diet and
risk of diseases into quantiﬁed FBDG(18).
In Denmark, two dietary quality indices have been developed
to measure adherence to the Danish FBDG from 2005(19,20). One
is the Dietary Quality Score (DQS), which is based on a fortyeight-item FFQ, and uses a three-point scoring system for each of
four food groups: ﬁsh, fruit, vegetables and fats. The DQS has
been found to be inversely associated with serum lipids,
homocysteine and absolute risk of IHD in men and women aged
30–60 years(19). The other, the Diet Quality Index (DQI), is based
on dietary data from a 7-d pre-coded food diary, and uses a sum
of six scores of food and nutrients based on the 2005 FBDG
relating to dietary intake(20,21). In continuation of the update of
the Danish FBDG in 2013, an updated version of the DQI was
applied to reﬂect the changes in the FBDG(18,22). The updated
DQI is based on ﬁve food and nutrient indicators, including
whole grain, ﬁsh, fruit and vegetables and energy % from
saturated fat and from added sugar(20,22).
The objective of this study was to investigate associations
between adherence to the current Danish FBDG assessed by a
DQI and selected cardiometabolic risk factors in a Danish adult
population with a minimum of one self-rated risk factor of IHD.

Methods
Study design
The study was based on baseline data from the study Diet and
Prevention of Ischemic Heart Disease – a Translational
Approach (DIPI) (www.DIPI.dk), which included a 6-month
randomised, single-blinded parallel, dietary intervention study
in a real-life setting, with a 6-month follow-up. The study was
designed to assess the effects of dietary substitution guidelines
speciﬁcally aimed at the prevention of IHD on dietary intake
and IHD risk factors in the general adult Danish population.
This paper reports on the baseline cross-sectional data.
This study was conducted according to the guidelines laid
down in the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by The
Capital Region of Denmark Ethics Committee (Journal no. H-12013-110) and by the Danish Data Protection Agency (Journal
no. 2013-54-0571). Written informed consent was obtained from
all study participants, and they received a small remuneration of
about 34 GBP for their participation in the study. The study was
registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (registry name ‘DIPI’, ID no.
NCT02062424).

Study participants
Potential participants were identiﬁed using a unique personal
identiﬁcation number assigned to all Danish citizens in the Civil
Registration System(23). In total, 5000 men and women born in
1949–1984 and living in a deﬁned area of the greater
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Copenhagen were invited by letter to participate in the study.
The number of invited participants was based on previous
experience of a low response rate when recruiting participants
for long-term interventions. Overall, 334 responded on the
invitation and were thus screened from a self-administered
questionnaire including questions on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The potential participants were asked in the
questionnaire to measure and report their height in metres,
weight in kg, their waist circumference (WC) 2 cm above their
belly button and whether or not they were physically active for
more than 15 min/week. Furthermore, the self-administered
questionnaire included questions on the exclusion criteria; see
below. After screening, the eligible participants were invited to
an information meeting, which included an introduction to the
web-based dietary assessment software. Of the eligible participants who participated in the information meeting, 100 %
agreed to participate and provided informed consent.
The inclusion criteria were age between 30 and 65 years, and
a minimum of one self-rated risk factor of IHD – that is overweight or obesity (BMI ≥ 25) – WC ≥ 80 cm for women and
≥94 cm for men, and/or physical inactivity deﬁned as being
moderately physically active in leisure time for 15 min or less
per week.
The exclusion criteria were current smoking, pregnancy or
plans to become pregnant within the next 12 months, breastfeeding, history of CVD, type 2 diabetes, chronic disease/
disorders that could affect the results of the study (the chronic
diseases that the subjects reported were evaluated by the
clinical physician in charge), drug abuse within the past
12 months, regular alcohol consumption >21 units/week for
men or >14 units/week for women, allergies or intolerance of
the food groups included in the dietary guidelines, consumption of dietary supplements with high doses of nutrients that
could have a potential effect on IHD risk factors (e.g. ﬁsh oils)
and/or no access to a computer and internet.

Measures
Dietary intake and calculation of diet quality index. The
study participants recorded their dietary intake using a web-based
dietary assessment software for 7 consecutive days(24). The webbased dietary assessment software was originally developed and
validated for children aged 8–11 years and slightly customised to
ﬁt the adult study population of the DIPI study(24,25). At least 4 d of
food reporting had to be completed by the study participant for
inclusion of the study participants in the analysis(21).
The dietary assessment software was structured according to a
typical Danish meal pattern covering breakfast, lunch, dinner and
three in-between meals. The participants could estimate the
amount consumed by selecting the closest portion size among
four different digital images in eighty photograph series. Internal
checks for frequently forgotten foods (spreads, sugar,
sauces, dressings, snacks, candy and beverages) were included.
Furthermore, the participants reported the intake of nutritional
supplements and whether a day represented usual or unusual
intake, including reasons for unusual intakes such as illness. If a
participant failed to report for a day, the participant was reminded
by an email the next day(24).
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Intakes of food items, energy and nutrients were calculated for
each study participant as an average of 7 d using the
software system General Intake Estimation System (GIES)
version 1.000.i6 (National Food Institute, Technical University of
Denmark) and the Danish Food Composition Databank
version 7.0 (National Food Institute Technical University of
Denmark, 2009).
Adherence to the Danish FBDG was evaluated based on a DQI
published earlier and updated to the current Danish FBDG(20,22),
including intake of whole grain (min 75 g/10 MJ per d),
intake of ﬁsh (min 350 g/10 MJ per week), intake of fruit and
vegetables (min 600 g/10 MJ per d), energy from saturated fat
(max 10 E%) and energy from added sugar (max 10 E%). The
DQI was based on intake adjusted to 10 MJ, as this is the unit for
the FBDG(18).
A DQI for each study participant was calculated – adapted
from(20) – as the ratio of the actual intake and the recommend
intake of each of the ﬁve guidelines included in the index. For
example, if a study participant had an intake of 60 g/10 MJ per d
whole grain, the score was 60/75 = 0·8. For the included guidelines with an upper limit of a recommended intake, the DQI was
calculated as 1 − ((intake − recommended)/recommended), and
thus for a study participant with an intake of 13 % energy from
added sugar the DQI was calculated as 1 − ((13–10)/10) = 0·7.
In contrast to the original DQI, we did not have a maximum
score in individuals with an intake exceeding the cut-off
values(20). The total score was calculated as the sum of the ﬁve
scores, a higher score meaning a higher degree of compliance
with the FBDG.

Under- and over-reporters. Under- and over-reported energy
intake (EI) was deﬁned as a ratio of reported mean EI:BMR and
classiﬁed by cut-offs suggested by Black(26,27). Under-reporters
(UR) were deﬁned as EI:BMR ≤ 1·05 and over-reporters (OR)
were deﬁned as EI:BMR ≥ 2·28, using a physical activity level of
1·55 (data not shown).

Assessment of cardiometabolic risk factors
Blood samples. Fasting blood samples from venepuncture
were analysed for concentrations of TAG, total cholesterol,
HDL-cholesterol, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP),
glucose, HbA1c and insulin. The blood samples were collected
and handled according to the hospital routines. TAG, total
cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol and glucose were measured in
plasma by Reﬂection Spectroscopy at 540 nm and hsCRP was
measured in plasma by Reﬂection Spectroscopy at 660 nm
(Apparatus Vitros 5.1 FS; Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics). HbA1c
was measured in plasma with HPLC (D-100; Bio-Rad). Fasting
plasma insulin was measured using the sandwich ELISA analysis principle (ADVIA Centaur XP; Siemens). VLDL-cholesterol
was calculated from TAG, using the equation plasma VLDLcholesterol = plasma TAG × 0·45, and LDL-cholesterol was
calculated using the Friedewald equation(28).
The homoeostatic model assessment (HOMA) was used to
estimate insulin resistance (HOMA-IR). HOMA-IR was calculated using the formula HOMA-IR = (glucose (nmol/l) × insulin
(mU/ml)/22·5), using fasting values(29).

Anthropometric measurements (height, weight and waist
circumference). Height was measured to the nearest 0·5 cm,
on a wall-mounted stadiometer (SECA). Body weight was
measured in kg and trunk fat was registered on a fat analysis
weight (Tanita BC 418 MA). The subjects had to be fasting.
Waist and hip circumference was measured twice, with an
anthropometric tape (SECA 201), and the average was reported.
BMI was deﬁned as weight in kg divided by squared height in
metres (kg/m2).

Blood pressure and heart rate. Seated blood pressure (BP)
and heart rate (HR) were measured in duplicate after 5 min of
rest in the subjects’ left arm, using an electric sphygmomanometer according to standardised procedures. The subjects had
to empty their bladder before the measurement and were not
allowed to converse during the measurement, nor have their
legs crossed. If the diastolic BP differed more than 5 mmHg,
further measurements were done, until at least in two measurements the diastolic BP differed ≤5 mmHg. The average
value of the two BP and HR measurements was calculated.
Assessment of background questionnaires. Lifestyle questionnaires were used to obtain information about the participant’s education level (primary school/high school, associate
degree, under-graduate, graduate) and the level of physical
activity at leisure time (extremely active, moderately active,
sedentary or inactive). The question about the level of physical
activity was based on one question about the study participants’
physical activity during leisure time in the past 6 month and was
based upon the Danish National Health Proﬁle(30).
Statistical analysis
For a parallel design, statistical power calculations based on
evidence from previous similar studies(31–33) were used to
estimate that sixty-two subjects in each intervention arm were
sufﬁcient to detect a difference of 0·25 mmol/l LDL-cholesterol
(SD 0·49) (α = 0·05, β = 0·8). To allow for a drop-out of 20 %, the
number of participants was set to a total of 225. Self-rated
weight (kg), WC and BMI from the screening self-administered
questionnaire were compared with weight, WC and BMI
measured at baseline by a paired t test. Baseline characteristics
and dietary intake of the study participants were summarised
for men and women using medians and 80 % central range for
continuous variables and proportions for categorical variables.
Linear regression analyses were used to evaluate the
association between DQI and cardiometabolic risk factors.
Three models were applied; a simple model adjusted for sex
and age (<50 or ≥ 50) (model 1a), a multivariate model further
adjusted for education (primary school/high school, associate
degree, under-graduate or graduate) and physical activity at
leisure time (extremely active, moderately active, sedentary or
inactive) (model 1b), and a ﬁnal multivariate model adjusted as
model 1b plus BMI (model 2). Furthermore, sensitivity analysis
excluding UR and OR was made to investigate the impact of UR
and OR on the associations between DQI and cardiometabolic
risk factors.
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All the models were tested for statistically signiﬁcant interactions between DQI and sex and DQI and age. These interactions were tested to investigate whether the associations were
different for men and women and for participants <50 years of
age or 50 years of age or above. If an interaction was signiﬁcant,
the DQI estimates for men and women and DQI estimates by
age were given. To check the model assumptions, the standardised residuals of the ﬁnal models were examined for normality, variance homogeneity and linearity. BMI, waist:hip-ratio,
hsCRP, VLDL-cholesterol, TAG, glucose, insulin and HOMA-IR
were all logarithm10 transformed to normalise the distribution
and to improve variance homogeneity. For the abovementioned variables, which were log-transformed, the estimates and 95 % CI are presented as percent difference.
The statistical analyses were carried out using RStudio (version 0.99.441 – © 2009–2015; RStudio, Inc.). Statistical signiﬁcance was established at P < 0·05.

Results
Baseline characteristics of study participants
A total of 222 participants met the inclusion and exclusion criteria
and were enrolled into the study, which was 67 % of the initially
screened potential study participants. Signiﬁcant differences
(P < 0·05) in weight and WC were found between self-reported
and measured at baseline. The participants’ self-reported weight
and WC were higher than the measured weight and WC at
baseline. However, no difference in BMI was found. In all, 17 %
of the women and 7 % of the men did not meet the inclusion
criteria when measured at baseline (data not shown). For three
participants, a full baseline examination was missing, and they
were therefore excluded. Of the remaining 219 study participants, those who were taking cholesterol-lowering (n 5) and/or
BP-lowering (n 3) medications were excluded from the statistical
analysis of the association between DQI and lipid biomarkers
and DQI and BP, respectively. In addition, biochemical analysis
of hsCRP was not possible in ﬁfteen study participants; therefore,
for the statistical analysis of the association between DQI and
hsCRP, the number of participants was 204. Furthermore, it was
not possible to get sufﬁcient blood from one of the study participants for the biochemical analysis of the glycaemic biomarkers,
and thus for the statistical analysis of the association between
DQI and glycaemic biomarkers (n 218).
Baseline characteristics of the 219 study participants included
in the statistical analysis are presented in Table 1. Of the 219
study participants, ninety were men and 129 were women. The
median age of the study participants was 51 years (10th–90th
percentile (p10–p90) 37–61).

Diet quality index, total energy intake and dietary
composition
For the whole study population the median DQI was 4·5
(p10–p90 3·0–6·5). The median DQI score was higher for
women than for men. Furthermore, the median individual DQI
score for added sugar was higher than the median DQI scores
for whole grain, ﬁsh, fruit and vegetables and saturated fat.
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Median total EI for men was 10·1 MJ (p10–p90 7·2–13·7) and for
women it was 7·8 MJ (p10–p90 5·2–10·5) (Table 2). Medians
(p10–p90) of the Diet Quality Index score (DQI), energy
(MJ/d), diet composition (g/10 MJ per d) and energy contribution (E%) of macronutrients and dietary ﬁbre (g/MJ) of the study
population divided in tertiles of the DQI are presented in the
online Supplementary Table S1.

Association between Dietary Quality Index and
cardiometabolic risk factors
Table 3 summarises the associations between DQI and cardiometabolic risk factors in the study population. In the following
section, only results from model 1b will be presented.
We found an inverse association between DQI and the lipid
risk factors – LDL:HDL ratio and TAG (−0·089 per unit DQI; 95 %
CI −0·177, −0·002 and −5 % per unit DQI; 95 % CI −9, 0, respectively) – and a positive association between DQI and HDLcholesterol (0·047 mmol/l per unit DQI; 95 % CI 0·007, 0·088). For
men only, we found an inverse association between DQI and BMI
(−3 % per unit DQI; 95 % CI −5, −1), trunk fat (−1 % per unit DQI;
95 % CI −2, −1), hsCRP (−30 % per unit DQI; 95 % CI −41, −16) and
the glycaemic risk factors, HbA1c (−0·09 % per unit DQI; 95 %
CI −0·14, −0·04), insulin (−13 % per unit DQI; 95 % CI −19, −7)
and HOMA-IR (−14 % per unit DQI; 95 % CI −21, −7).
Furthermore, we found a positive association between DQI and
systolic BP in women (2·6 mmHg per unit DQI; 95 % CI 0·6, 4·6).

Under- and over-reporters
Overall, 21 % of the participants were classiﬁed as UR and 1 %
as OR. Of those classiﬁed as UR, 89 % were overweight or
obese, 46 % of the UR were men and all of the OR were men.
The associations between DQI and most of the variables
included were the same whether UR and OR were included in
the analysis or not. However, for the metabolic markers BMI,
trunk fat, systolic BP and hsCRP, the interaction between DQI
and sex was no longer signiﬁcant when excluding UR and OR.
Except for BMI, the association between DQI and these metabolic markers was now signiﬁcant for the whole study population (trunk fat: −1 % per unit DQI; 95 % CI −2, −0·4, systolic
BP: 1·7 mmHg per unit DQI; 95 % CI 0·08, 3·36, and hsCRP
−23 % per unit DQI; 95 % CI −32, −12). Furthermore, the
metabolic markers waist:hip-ratio changed from being nonsigniﬁcant to signiﬁcant (−1 per unit DQI; 95 % CI −2, 0). In
addition, the observed positive association between DQI and
HDL-cholesterol was only signiﬁcant in study participants aged
50 years or above when excluding UR and OR from the analysis
(0·09 mmol/L per unit DQI; 95 % CI 0·034, 0·045).

Discussion
In the present study, a higher adherence to the current Danish
FBDG, assessed by a DQI, was associated with a more beneﬁcial cardiometabolic risk proﬁle in a Danish adult population
with a minimum of one self-rated risk factor for IHD. The main
ﬁndings were the inverse associations between the DQI and the
lipid risk factors: LDL:HDL ratio and TAG and the positive
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the study participants divided by sex
(Medians and 10th–90th percentiles (p10–p90); percentages and numbers)
All (n 219)
Participant characteristics
Age (years)
Metabolic markers
Weight (kg)
BMI (kg/m2)*
Weight status*
Normal weight
%
n
Overweight
%
n
Obese
%
n
Waist circumference (cm)
Hip circumference (cm)
Systolic BP (mmHg)†
Diastolic BP (mmHg)†
hsCRP (mg/l)‡
Lipid biomarkers§
Total cholesterol (mmol/l)
LDL-cholesterol (mmol/l)
HDL-cholesterol (mmol/l)
LDL:HDL ratio
VLDL-cholesterol (mmol/l)
TAG (mmol/l)
Glycaemic biomarkers||
Glucose (mmol/l)
HbA1c (%)
Insulin (pmol/l)
HOMA-IR
Educational level
Primary school or high school
%
n
Associate degree
%
n
Under-graduate school
%
n
Graduate school
%
n

Men (n 90)

Women (n 129)

Median

p10–p90

Median

p10–p90

Median

p10–p90

51·0

37–61

50·5

36–61

51·0

37–61

82·6
26·7

65·3–103·6
22·9–33·6

88·4
27·0

79–117·5
23·9–33·9

74·6
26·3

62·3–92·8
22·6–32·9

27
60

16
14

36
46

53
116

66
60

43
56

20
43

18
16

21
27

92·4
107·1
130
80
1·4

79·8–105·2
99·4–120·0
110–154
69–94
0·2–6·3

97·4
106·7
135
82
1·0

90·8–118·3
102·3–118·7
119–164
72–98
0·2–5·4

87·0
108·2
125
78
1·9

76·8–99·5
98·9–120·4
108–149
68–92
0·2–8·3

5·3
3·2
1·4
2·3
0·5
1·1

4·1–6·8
2·2–4·5
1·0–3·9
4·1–6·8
0·3–1·0
0·6–2·3

5·5
3·5
1·2
2·8
0·6
1·3

4·4–6·9
2·5–4·7
0·9–1·9
1·7–4·3
0·3–1·2
0·7–2·6

5·2
3·1
1·6
2·0
0·4
0·9

4·0–4·5
2·1–4·5
1·1–2·3
1·2–3·0
0·3–0·8
0·6–1·8

5·5
5·0
58
2·0

5·0–6·3
4·5–5·5
30–100
1·0–3·8

5·6
5·0
59
2·2

5·1–6·4
4·6–5·5
31–127
1·0–4·6

5·4
5·0
58
2·0

4·9–6·1
4·5–5·5
30–94
1·0–3·6

25
55

29
26

23
30

8
18

6
5

10
13

40
87

31
28

46
59

27
58

34
31

21
27

BP, blood pressure; hsCRP, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein; HOMA-IR, homoeostatic model of insulin resistance.
* BMI is calculated as weight in kg divided by the square of height in m (kg/m2). 18·5–25 kg/m2: normal weight, 25–30 kg/m2: overweight, >30 kg/m2: obese.
† All; 216, men; eighty-nine, women; 127, after exclusion of those using BP-lowering medication.
‡ All; 204, men; eighty-seven, women; 117, due to lack of hsCRP in biochemical analyses.
§ All; 214, men; eighty-five, after exclusion of those using cholesterol-lowering medication.
|| All; 218, women; 128, as it was not possible to draw enough blood to the glycaemic biomarker analysis from one of the female study participants.

association with HDL-cholesterol. For the male study participants, an inverse association between DQI and BMI, trunk fat,
hsCRP and the glycaemic risk factors, HbA1c, insulin and
HOMA-IR was observed. Furthermore, we found a positive
association between DQI and systolic BP in women.
When we controlled for the effect of BMI on cardiometabolic
risk factors, the associations between DQI and trunk fat, LDL:
HDL ratio and TAG were attenuated and no longer statistically
signiﬁcant, suggesting that BMI could be an important factor in
CVD prevention. Of that notion it is important to further
investigate whether the association of higher adherence to the

Danish FBDG and a more beneﬁcial cardiometabolic risk
proﬁle is due to the effect of the Danish FBDG, expressed by
DQI, on BMI and body composition, including trunk fat, or
whether the association is independent. We only found an
inverse signiﬁcant association between DQI and BMI in men,
suggesting that a higher DQI score (indication of a higher
adherence to the Danish FBDG) is only associated with a lower
BMI in men and not women. The fact that DQI and BMI was
only associated in men and not in women could be explained
by the higher number of normal-weight women than men, and
the higher number of overweight men than women. Moreover,
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All (219)
Participants
Overall DQI
Energy (MJ/d)
Diet composition (g/10 MJ/d)
Bread and cereals*
Whole grains
Meat and meat products
Fish and fish products†
Poultry and poultry products‡
Fruit and vegetables
Fruit and fruit products
Vegetables and vegetable products
Vegetables, coarse||
Vegetables, fine||
Potatoes and potato products
Milk and milk products
Cheese and cheese products
Edible fats
Sugar and candy
Energy distribution
Protein (E%)
Fat (E%)
SFA (E%)
MUFA (E%)
PUFA (E%)
Carbohydrate (E%)
Added sugar (E%)
Dietary fibre (g/MJ)
Alcohol (E%)¶

Guidelines and
recommendations*

Median
4·5
8·6

Men (n 90)

p10–p90

Median

p10–p90

3·0–6·5
5·8–12·4

4·2
10·1

2·7–6·2
7·2–13·7

Women (n 129)
Median
4·6
7·8

p10–p90

Reduce intake

141–301
31–111
59–249
5–111
0–102
177–690
43–331
110–425
29–208
49–228
7–138
68–513
11–129
18–46
10–77

215
56
166
41
31
324
100
194
83
95
73
213
36
30
31

149–291
30–117
85–282
5–109
0 –103
144–508
23–245
84–348
23–191
37–167
15–152
68–484
5–97
16–48
10–76

220
66
124
48
32
452
180
237
104
122
47
272
50
31
38

136–307
34–108
45–224
5–125
0–99
243–749
64–362
132–469
39–215
68–255
2–126
70–531
16–156
18–45
14–77

10–20
25–40
<10
10–20
5–10
45–60
<10
> 3 g/MJ
<5

17
35
13
13
5
44
7
2
5

14–22
29–42
11–17
10–17
4–7
35–53
2–13
2–3
1–14

17
35
13
13
5
43
7
2
7

14–21
28–40
10–17
10–16
4–6
34–53
2–15
2–3
1–16

17
36
13
14
5
45
7
3
4

14–22
29–43
11–16
11–18
4–7
35–53
3–13
2–4
0–10

600 g/d§

Choose low fat

Median

p10–p90

0·8

0·4–1·5

0·9

0·1–2·2

0·6

0·3–1·2

0·7

0·4–0·9

1·3

0·7–1·8

3·0–6·6
5·2–10·5

218
61
139
46
32
388
143
220
97
114
57
243
45
31
35

75 g/d
<70 g/d
50 g/d

DQI score
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Table 2. Overall Diet Quality Index (DQI) score and DQI scores for individual components, energy (MJ/d), diet composition (g/10 MJ per d) and energy contribution (E%) of macronutrients and dietary fibre
(g/MJ) of the study participants
(Medians and 10th–90th percentiles (p10–p90))

* Guidelines and recommendations according to the official Danish Food-Based Dietary Guidelines(18) and the Nordic Nutrition Recommendations, 2012(8).
† All; n 201, men; eighty-three, women; 118 after exclusion of those who did not eat fish.
‡ All; 180, men; seventy-six, women; 104 after exclusion of those who did not eat poultry.
§ Eat 6 a day – equivalent to about 600 g of vegetables and fruit. At least half should be vegetables.
|| Vegetables are classified from type of food groups (e.g. all types of cabbage, root vegetables and onions are classified as coarse vegetables and all vegetables with a high water content like tomatoes and salad are classified as fine
vegetables).
¶ All; 194, men; eighty-one, women; 113 after exclusion of those who did not drink alcohol.
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Table 3. Linear regression of the associations between adherence to the Danish Food-Based Dietary Guidelines (FBDG) assessed by a diet quality index
(DQI) and cardiometabolic risk factors in a Danish adult population with minimum one self-rated risk factor for Ischaemic heart disease
(β-Coefficients per unit DQI and 95 % confidence intervals)
Model 1a†
β
Metabolic markers (n 219)
BMI (kg/m2) (%)
Men
Women
Waist:hip-ratio (%)
Trunk fat (%)
Men
Women
Systolic BP (mmHg)‖
Men
Women
Diastolic BP (mmHg)‖
Men
Women
hsCRP (mg/l) (%)¶
Men
Women
Lipid biomarkers (n 214)
Total cholesterol (mmol/l)
LDL-cholesterol (mmol/l)
HDL-cholesterol (mmol/l)
< 50 years
> 50 years
LDL:HDL-ratio
VLDL-cholesterol (mmol/l) (%)
TAG (mmol/l) (%)
Glycaemic biomarkers (n 218)
Glucose (mmol/l) (%)
HbA1c (%)
Men
Women
Insulin (pmol/l) (%)
Men (%)
Women (%)
HOMA-IR (%)
Men (%)
Women (%)

0
−3*
0
−1
−1*

0·81

Model 1b‡

95 % CI
−2,
−5,
−2,
−1,
−1,

1
1
1
0
0

−0·7, 2·3

−0·24

−1·19, 0·71

−16**
−29***
−7

−25, −6
−40, −15
−19, 7

β
0
−3**
0
−1
0
−1***
0·02
1·15
−0·68
2·6*
0·92
−1·33
0·92
−16**
−30***
−5

Model 2§

−1,
−5,
−1,
−1,
−1,
−2,
−0·69,
−0·36,
−3·04,
0·63,
−0·3,
−2·78,
−0·3,
−25,
−41,
−18,

2
−1
2
0
1
−1
0·73
2·67
1·68
4·58
2·13
0·12
2·13
−6
−16
9

0·005
−0·017
−0·052*

−0·089, 0·099
−0·098, 0·065
0·012, 0·092

−0·009
−0·027
0·047*

−0·104, 0·087
−0·110, 0·055
0·007, 0·088

−0·088*
−5*
−5*

−0·175, −0·002
−9, −1
−9, −1

−0·089*
−5
−5*

−0·177, −0·002
−9, 0
−9, 0

0
0·02
−0·09***
0·02
−4
−12***
−4
−4
−13***
−4

−1,
−0·03,
−0·13,
−0·03,
−10,
−19,
−10,
−10,
−20,
−10,

1
0·06
−0·04
0·06
2
−6
2
3
−6
3

0
0·02
−0·09***
0·02
−2
−13***
−7
−1
−14***
−1

β

95 % CI

−1,
−0·02,
−0·14,
−0·02,
−7,
−19,
−7,
−7,
−21,
−7,

1
0·06
−0·04
0·06
5
−7
5
6
−7
6

95 % CI

−1
0

1·59*

0·3
−12*

−0·006
−0·024
−0·009
−0·009
0·071**
−0·074
−4
−4
0
0·02
−0·07**
0·02
−3
−9**
−3
−2
−10**
−2

−2, 0
−1, 0

0·11, 3·07
−0·56, 1·17
−21, −2

−0·101,
−0·106,
−0·071,
−0·071,
0·021,
−0·158,
−8,
−8,

0·090
0·059
0·052
0·052
0·120
0·010
0
0

−1,
−0·03,
−0·12,
−0·02,
−8,
−15,
−8,
−8,
−16,
−8,

1
0·05
−0·02
0·05
3
−3
3
4
−3
4

BP, blood pressure; hsCRP, high-sensitivity C-reactive protein; HOMA-IR, homoeostatic model of insulin resistance.
*P < 0·05, ** P ≤ 0·01, *** P = 0·001.
† Simple linear regression model adjusted for sex and age.
‡ Multiple linear regression analysis adjusted for sex, age, education, physical activity at leisure time.
§ Multiple linear regression analysis adjusted for sex, age, education, physical activity at leisure time and BMI.
‖ n 216, after exclusion of those using BP-lowering medication.
¶ n 204 due to lack in biochemical analyses of hsCRP.

the sex-speciﬁc association between DQI and systolic BP and
DQI and hsCRP was no longer present when we controlled for
the effect of BMI. Here a positive association between DQI and
Systolic BP and an inverse association between DQI and hsCRP
were seen for the whole study population. Additionally, in the
sensitivity analysis excluding UR and OR, a non-sex-speciﬁc
signiﬁcant association between DQI and trunk fat, systolic BP
and hsCRP was observed. These results suggest that the
observed sex-speciﬁc associations between DQI and the
metabolic biomarkers BMI, trunk fat, systolic BP and hsCRP
found in the analysis, including UR and OR, could be explained
by dietary report errors. However, the results of the sensitivity
analysis should be interpreted with caution, because of potential power issues when removing UR and OR from the analysis.
The inverse relationship between BMI and CRP is well
recognised, and, moreover, it has been recognised that with

increased adiposity CRP is further elevated(34). The link
between these risk factors is supported by the results of the
present study, where an inverse association between DQI and
BMI, trunk fat and hsCRP was found in men.
In addition, when controlling for the effect of BMI, the
observed positive association between DQI and HDLcholesterol was only signiﬁcant in study participants aged 50
years or above, suggesting that BMI is a more important mediator for HDL-cholesterol levels for people less than 50 years of
age. However, genetic studies have lately challenged the
common concept of raising HDL-cholesterol as a marker for
CVD risk reduction, and further studies are need to investigate
the role of HDL-cholesterol in CVD prevention(35,36).
A main advantage of this study is the detailed assessment of
the dietary data with the habitual diet measured during a 7-d
consecutive dietary record using a validated method used for
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the past two decades in the Danish National Survey of Dietary
Habits and Physical Activity(21,37). In addition, this study uses a
DQI based on ﬁve food and nutrients from the Danish FBDG
relevant for IHD risk, and thus a relatively easy way to measure
adherence to the overall current FBDG. A limitation of this
study is the observational design of the cross-sectional study, as
this design does not allow conclusions on cause and effect
relationships. Therefore, extrapolation of the results should only
be made with caution as the study participants resided in areas
of Greater Copenhagen with a relatively higher level of
education compared with the general Danish population(37).
The sex-speciﬁc results with an inverse association in men
only between DQI and the cardiometabolic risk factors BMI,
trunk fat, hsCRP, HbA1c, insulin and HOMA-IR are in line with
two cohort studies using the HEI(38,39). The cross-sectional
study by Drewnowski et al.(39) including 5081 men and women,
middle-aged French citizens with low CVD risk, investigated the
association between the HEI and cardiovascular risk factors.
Here an inverse association between the HEI and BMI was
found in men only. Furthermore, Frazier-Woods et al. observed
in another cross-sectional study containing 9797 adults men and
women, with at least one CVD risk factor, that in men only the
HEI score was inversely associated with insulin, HOMA-IR,
HDL-cholesterol, TAG and CRP(38). In contrast to our results,
when Frazier-Wood et al. adjusted for BMI, the results were no
longer signiﬁcant. This strengthens the importance of BMI as an
important factor in CVD prevention(38).
The sex-speciﬁc differences in the results in the present study
could be accounted for by alcohol intake of those of the study
participants who drank alcohol (n 194), as the men in the study
drank more alcohol than the women. The median alcohol
intake of the women was 3·9 E%, whereas the men had a
median alcohol intake of 6·5 E%. It could be that men with a
higher adherence to the Danish FBDG, expressed by a higher
DQI score, also had a lower alcohol intake equivalent to the
Danish recommendations of max seven drinks per week, corresponding to approximately 1 drink/d. A recent meta-analysis
of 84 prospective cohort studies found that alcohol consumption of 2·5– 14·9 g/d (about ≤1 drink/d) was associated with a
lower risk of cardiovascular mortality, compared with abstaining from alcohol(40). This is supported by the ﬁndings of the
present study, where we found that a higher DQI score was
associated with a more beneﬁcial cardiometabolic risk proﬁle.
One other cross-sectional study by Toft et al. investigated the
association between adherence to Danish FBDG, assessed by a
DQS and CVD risk factors(19). In this cross-sectional study
including 6542 healthy men and women aged 30–60 years, it
was found, in line with the ﬁndings of the present study, that
higher adherence to the Danish FBDG 2005 was associated
with a more beneﬁcial CVD risk factor proﬁle. In agreement
with our results, Toft et al. also found that the DQS was
inversely associated with TAG, but in contrast to our results the
DQS was inversely associated with total cholesterol and
LDL-cholesterol. However, Toft et al. did not ﬁnd a positive
association between the DQS and HDL-cholesterol like in the
present study.
Furthermore, our results are supported by the ﬁndings of
another cross-sectional study by Babio et al. investigating
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adherence to a traditional Mediterranean diet (using a 14-point
score) and risk of metabolic syndrome, which is a cluster of
common CVD risk factors, including central obesity, hyperglycaemia, low HDL-cholesterol levels, hypertension and hypertriglyceridaemia(41). The traditional Mediterranean diet
investigated by Babio et al. is characterised by a food pattern
high in fruit, vegetables, grains and unsaturated fat and low in
saturated fats(42). This food pattern is comparable with the ﬁve
food and nutrient indicators of the DQI used in this present
study to investigate adherence to the Danish FBDG. Babio et al.
found that a higher adherence to a traditional Mediterranean
diet was associated with lower odds of having metabolic
syndrome. In addition, Babio et al. found that subjects in the
fourth quartile of the Mediterranean diet adherence, when
compared with subjects in the lowest quartile of adherence to
the Mediterranean diet, had 47 and 54 % lower odds of having
low HDL-cholesterol levels and high TAG levels, respectively.
However, in contrast to the low-risk middle-aged study
participants of the present study, Babio et al. included 808
elderly high cardiovascular risk participants of the Reus
PREDIMED Centre.
BP is known to be a variable measurement, and it can be
hard to measure accurately. The surprising and unexpected
ﬁnding of a positive association between the DQI and systolic
BP is not in line with previous studies. In a meta-analysis of
seventeen randomised controlled trials investigating the effect
of dietary patterns on BP in adults, it was found that healthy
dietary patterns such as the Nordic diet, the Mediterranean diet
and the Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension decreased
systolic and diastolic BP(43).
When comparing the results of the previously mentioned studies and the results of the present study, it is important to be
aware of differences between ﬁrst and foremost the study populations, as some were middle-aged with low CVD risk(39), and
some older with features of the metabolic syndrome and therefore
were at high CVD risk(41), all of which can have an effect on the
results on cardiometabolic risk factors. Moreover, awareness of
the different methods of dietary assessment is important, as it
could play a role for the accuracy of estimating dietary
intake(19,38,39,41). Furthermore, the DQI used in the present study
include various factors of more or less importance for cardiometabolic risk factors. In particular, the score of whole-grain intake
included in the DQI is of importance, as a high whole-grain intake
is associated with lower risk of CVD(44). In addition, looking at the
individual scores of the ﬁve food and nutrients included in the
DQI, the median score for added sugar was higher than the other
median individual scores for whole grains, ﬁsh, fruit and
vegetables and saturated fat, indicating a higher compliance to this
speciﬁc dietary guideline of a reduced sugar intake.
Using a dietary index approach enabled us to describe
associations between food and nutrient intake in individuals
with dietary patterns more or less compliant with the current
Danish FBDG and cardiometabolic risk factors. Overall, the
present cross-sectional study adds to the growing body of
evidence that adherence to different national FBDG and diets
rich in fruit, vegetables, whole grains, legumes and ﬁsh and low
in meat and sweets are associated with a better cardiometabolic
risk proﬁle.
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In conclusion, higher adherence to the current Danish FBDG,
assessed by a DQI comprising of ﬁve components, was associated with a more beneﬁcial cardiometabolic risk proﬁle in a
Danish adult population with a minimum of one self-rated risk
factor for IHD. The DQI was inversely associated with BMI,
trunk fat, hsCRP and glycaemic biomarkers in men.
The results substantiate the use of the DQI to measure
adherence to the current Danish FBDG and associations with
cardiometabolic risk factors, and indicate that adherence to the
Danish FBDG may be beneﬁcial for prevention of CVD. The
results of this study further highlight the need to conduct sexstratiﬁed analyses on CVD risk in this particular target group.
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